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The IELTS website reports on International university students:
• “ …with the majority going to USA, UK, Germany, France and 

Australia.”

3 out of the top 5 are English-speaking universities



Moving into teaching Academic English

English for Academic Purposes (EAP) in the UK continues to assert its 
distinctness from ‘General English’, whilst at the same time actively 
recruiting its new teachers from a ‘General English’ background. 
Despite this, very little has been written about how English teachers 
should be trained or supported when making the transition to EAP.

• Campion, G., (2016). ‘The learning never ends’: Exploring teachers’ views on the transition from General 
English to EAP, Journal of English for Academic Purposes, Volume 23



Why do students need 
academic english?

Applicant who 
needs to pass 

an 
International 

exam

• 4- to 6-week courses

Undergraduate 
who needs an 

English 
refresher 

course before 
studying abroad

• one to one

Academic 
professional 

who needs to 
operate in 

English

• one to one



What is the difference?

In Academic English In General English
Writing/reading Speaking/listening
Structure of the texts Being understood
Vocabulary development Grammar development
Topics of academic interest Topics of general interest

Students focus more on…..



In Academic English, you find lists like….

In Academic English DO NOT use:
• Use ’I’, ‘you’(or related pronouns e.g. ‘your’)
• Contractions (e.g. can’t, don’t)
• Simple sentences
• Slang or informal language
• Multiple word verbs

So what CAN
I do?



What I do with my students …



Is this Academic English?

We all know that learning new words is very important when we learn 
to read. In fact, learning how to read new words at home is one of the 
most important things for very young kids because this is how children 
get big vocabularies at an early age. Research shows that the larger the 
students’ vocabulary, the better their overall scholastic achievement 
will be, even in the future. We can easily see this because we can’t 
understand a book if we can’t read the words of the text. So, as 
children read harder books, they must be taught how to read more 
difficult words or they won’t progress in their reading skills or their 
understanding of the subject they are reading about.

NO



Is this Academic English?

Vocabulary plays an important part in learning to read. Beginning 
readers must use the words they hear orally to make sense of the 
words they see in print. Children who hear more words spoken at 
home learn more words and enter school with better vocabularies. This 
larger vocabulary pays off exponentially as a child progresses through 
school. Vocabulary is also very important to reading comprehension. 
Readers cannot understand what they are reading without knowing 
what most of the words mean. Children must learn the meaning of new 
words that are not part of their oral vocabulary as they learn to read 
more advanced texts.

NO



This is Academic English

Vocabulary is one of five key areas of reading instruction for adolescent 
readers. According to research, academic vocabulary knowledge affects 
adolescents’ access to subject-area content and predicts their overall 
academic achievement. In addition, researchers have documented a strong 
relationship between students’ vocabulary knowledge and reading skill that 
persists over time. Despite the important role that vocabulary knowledge 
plays in key student outcomes, many teachers allot minimal time (if any) to 
explicit instruction on word meanings. Explicit vocabulary instruction is 
necessary to improve students’ academic achievement in diverse classrooms 
where many students are struggling readers whose word knowledge is 
especially limited. Fortunately, carefully crafted, systematic vocabulary 
instruction improves struggling readers’ word knowledge and text 
comprehension. Thus, extending adolescents’ vocabulary knowledge through 
direct and explicit vocabulary instruction is a worthwhile endeavour for all 
subject-area teachers, including teachers of struggling readers.



Features of Academic English

• It uses formal academic language and avoids colloquialisms
• It is objective and impartial

• it usually avoids 'I' and is written in the third person and often uses impersonal 
structures

• it often uses the passive voice
• It is tentative and cautious

• there are references to other people’s ideas
• The texts are well structured

• there are well-developed paragraphs which often start with a strong topic sentence
• there are linking words which give the text cohesion

• There is a high degree of information density

Adapted from: Englishforuniversity.com



Academic language



Academic vocabulary
Informal/semi-
formal word

Formal word Informal/semi-formal 
word

Formal word

Lively (adj) Vivacious, energetic Meat-eater Carnivore (n)

Childish (adj) Juvenile, immature, 
infantile

Rotting Putrefaction (n)

Whole (adj) Entire, complete Lack Deficiency (n)

Enough (adj) Adequate, sufficient Breathing Respiration (n)

Begin (v) Commence/initiate Surely (adv) Certainly 

Help(v) Aid, assist Obviously (adv) Clearly 

Free (v) Liberate, release Seemingly (adv) Apparently 

End (v) Conclude, terminate, cease Mainly (adv) Principally, primarily



nominalisation

• An important feature of academic writing is its information density 
and its attendant complexity of language which is achieved mainly 
through a linguistic process known as nominalization, otherwise 
referred to as grammatical metaphor (Halliday, 1985) where verbs 
and adjectives are linguistically realized as nouns. 

(Sarfo-Adu, 2016)



nominalisation

According to research, academic vocabulary knowledge affects 
adolescents’ access to subject-area content and predicts their overall 
academic achievement.

How many noun phrases v. how many verbs?

According to research, academic vocabulary knowledge affects
adolescents’ access to subject-area content and predicts
their overall academic achievement.



Great song to practice nominalisation…

Marmalade skies

Kaleidoscope eyes

Marshmallow pies

Newspaper taxis

Plasticine porters

Looking glass ties

Rocking horse people
Cellophane flowers



Structure



Is this a well written paragraph?

Academic writing must have clearly written sentences. It must also 
have clearly written paragraphs. Clear sentences are relatively short, to 
the point and have both subject and main verb. Clearly written 
paragraphs give main ideas in a topic sentence, supported by other 
sentences. They must also have coherence. This is, each part of the 
sentence must be logically related and show the links between 
sentences. 



• There’s a problem here... This paragraph deals with three main ideas: 

1. Academic writing must have clear sentences
2. Academic writing must have clear paragraphs
3. Academic writing must be coherent

• Academic paragraph should have ONE main idea which is found in the 
topic sentence.
So, you either create 3 different paragraphs or find a topic sentence which links 

all the ideas more generally.



Improved version

Importantly, academic writing must have clarity throughout. Clear 
sentences are relatively short, to the point and have both subject and 
main verb. Furthermore, academic writing must have clearly written 
paragraphs. Good paragraphs give main ideas in a topic sentence, 
supported by other sentences. In addition, sentences and paragraphs 
must have coherence. This is achieved by clear links between sentences 
and paragraphs showing how they are logically related to each other. 
So, by achieving clarity in sentences, paragraphs and links between 
ideas, academic writing can better inform the reader.

NO



• Improved version: 
Importantly, academic writing must have clarity 
throughout. Clear sentences are relatively short, 
to the point and have both subject and main 
verb. Furthermore, academic writing must have 
clearly written paragraphs. Good paragraphs 
give main ideas in a topic sentence, supported by 
other sentences. In addition, sentences and 
paragraphs must have coherence. This is 
achieved by clear links between sentences and 
paragraphs showing how they are logically 
related to each other. So, by achieving clarity in 
sentences, paragraphs and links between ideas, 
academic writing can better inform the reader.

Topic sentence

Supporting idea 1

Supporting idea 2

Supporting idea 3

Concluding 
sentence



Improved version - structure

Importantly, academic writing must have clarity throughout. 
1. Clear sentences are relatively short, to the point and have both subject and 

main verb. 
2. Furthermore, academic writing must have clearly written paragraphs. 

i. Good paragraphs give main ideas in a topic sentence, supported by other sentences. 
3. In addition, sentences and paragraphs must have coherence. 

i. This is achieved by clear links between sentences and paragraphs showing how they 
are logically related to each other. 

So, by achieving clarity in sentences, paragraphs and links between 
ideas, academic writing can better inform the reader.



Linking ideas



Not just a pretty conjunction …

• key words
Repeating key words from the main idea, or synonyms (words with the 
same meaning) and words from the same word field
• pronouns

(it, she, they) referring to a person or thing already mentioned 
• reference words

(that, this) which link related ideas, e.g. One such experiment...; In this 
way,...; These academics... 
• general class words

(Much of these …, theories like this) 
• linking expressions

(Another example of this is..., To support this concept,...) 



In particular, many of the reportedly ‘educational’ benefits of digital 
technology reported in this paper are more accurately described as 
concerned with the ‘logistics’ of university study rather than matters 
related directly to ‘learning’ per se. Many of these responses related 
to uses of digital technology to locate and retrieve journal articles and 
books, to submit assignments, to work out course requirements and 
scheduling issues, to consume lecture content and so on. These 
activities are clearly crucial elements of undergraduate study, but give 
little sense of the learning/learner-related issues that often drive 
enthusiasms for the educational potential of digital technologies. 
Instead, much of what students were reporting as ‘most useful’ about 
digital technologies related to what Denovan and Macaskill (2013) 
term ‘academic focus’ – that is, completing prescribed academic work 
and dutifully ‘performing well’. In this sense, digital technologies were 
most likely to be portrayed as supporting students’ organization of 
academic work and general ability to ‘manage academic demands’. 
Much of how respondents framed their satisfaction with digital 
technology therefore mirrors findings from research into students’ 
general perceptions of what makes for a ‘good’ university 
environment – that is, issues of functionality, responsiveness and an 
ease of being able to find one's way around the demands of the 
university environment (Douglas et al., 2015).

key words
Repeating key words 
from the main idea, 
words from the same 
word field (e.g. talking 
about research)

pronouns

reference words

general class words

linking expressions



In particular, many of the reportedly ‘educational’ benefits of digital 
technology reported in this paper are more accurately described as 
concerned with the ‘logistics’ of university study rather than 
matters related directly to ‘learning’ per se. Many of these 
responses related to uses of digital technology to locate and 
retrieve journal articles and books, to submit assignments, to work 
out course requirements and scheduling issues, to consume lecture 
content and so on. These activities are clearly crucial elements of 
undergraduate study, but give little sense of the learning/learner-
related issues that often drive enthusiasms for the educational 
potential of digital technologies. Instead, much of what students 
were reporting as ‘most useful’ about digital technologies related to 
what Denovan and Macaskill (2013) term ‘academic focus’ – that is, 
completing prescribed academic work and dutifully ‘performing 
well’. In this sense, digital technologies were most likely to be 
portrayed as supporting students’ organization of academic work 
and general ability to ‘manage academic demands’. Much of how 
respondents framed their satisfaction with digital technology 
therefore mirrors findings from research into students’ general 
perceptions of what makes for a ‘good’ university environment –
that is, issues of functionality, responsiveness and an ease of being 
able to find one's way around the demands of the university 
environment (Douglas et al., 2015).

key words
Repeating key words 
from the main idea, 
words from the same 
word field (e.g. talking 
about research)

pronouns

reference words

general class words

linking expressions



Thank you for listening 

Not 
Timed

• Please feel free to contact me at:

• jeantheuma.weebly.com

• jeantheuma@hotmail.com

• @jean_theuma


